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Documents: NEP Implementation 
10. Major minor CCFUP NEP 2020 
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List of Major & Minor Subjects for 3- Yr. 14- Yr. Degree/ Hons, Programmes under CCFUP as per NEP, 2020 
SI. 
No. 

Major 
Subject 

1 

I Anthropology physics, chcmistry. botany, zoology. physiology. 
nutition, cconomics, mathematics 

2 Arnbic 

3 Bengali 

4 Biotech. 

5 Biochem. 

6 Botany 

7 Chemistry 

8 Accountancy/ 
Finance 

9 Comp. Sc. 

10 Economics 

11 Education 

12 Electronics 

13 English 

14 Env. Sc. 

1s French 

16 Geography 

17 Geology NEAK 

A (Allied Subjects/ Disciplines) 3 courses in 
1st, 2nd & 5th sem. 

|bengal1, cnglish, french, hindi, sanskrit, santali, urdu 

arabic, cnglish, frcnch, hind1, sanskrit, santali, urdu 

chemistry, microbiology, zoology, physiology, 
mathcmatics, analyical tcchniques, computcr Scicncc. 
computer application 

|Chemistry, Physics, Zoology, Botany. physiology, 
Mathcmatics, computcr scicncc, Computcr Application 

Chemistry, Zoology, physiology, microbiology, 
cnvironmcntal scicncc, plant protcction Mathematics, 
computcr scicnce, anthropology 
|Biochemistry, Physics, Zoology, Botany, physiology. 
Mathematics, computer scicnce, cnvironmental science, 
|Computer Application 

physics, chemistry, mathematics, clectronics, computer 
application 

mathematics, political scicnce, sociology. psychology, 
chemistry, physics, computer scicnce, computer 

|application 
|Open for all subjccts of Arts & Scicnce streams 

Physics, Chemistry, Mathemalics, Computer Sc., BCA 

bengali, english, french, hindi, sanskrit, santali, urdu 

Minor (2) 

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Zoology, Botany, 
Biotechnology, Geography, Gcological Science 

Open for all subjects of all streams 

conomics, Statistics, Mathemaics, Computer science, Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
Busincss Administration, by a student. 

Environmcntal Science, Geology, Anthropology. 
|Sociology, Tourism, Political Scicnce, Bio-Scioence, 
|History, Economics 

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Zoology, Botany, 
Biotechnology, Geography, Environmental Science 

OALA 
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B( Subjects/ Disciplines for Students' Choice) 
2 courses in 7th & 8th sem. 

|Any subject of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (1) apart trom the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subËect of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a shident 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
Dya stoent 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
|by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (W) apart from the allled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subect of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the alIled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subect of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (i) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
|by a student. 

|Any subject of (|) apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 
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18 Hindi 

19 History 

20 Mass Conm, & Open for all subjccts of all streams 
Journalism 

21 Mathematics Phvsics, Chenistry, Statistics, Computer Science. 
computer applicatiobn 

23 Music 

24 Nutrition 

25 Philosophy 

26 Physics 

27 Physiology 

22 Microbialogy Botany, Chemistry, Zoology, physiology, environmcntal |Any subject of (i) apart trom the allled minor already ch¡sen 
science, plant protcction Mathematics, computer by a student. 

science, anthropology 

28 Pol. Science 

29 Psychology 

30 Sanskrit 

31 Santali 

32 Sociology 

bengali, cnglish, french, arabic, sanskrit, santali, urdu 

33 Statistics 

Political Science, Economics, Sociology. Philosophy. 
Anthropology, Edueation, English 

34 Urdu 

|Open for all subjects of all streans 

anthropology. phy sics, chemistry, botany, zoology. 
physiolog. cconomics, mathematics 

Open for all subjccts of Arts & Science streams 

anthropology, physics, chemistry, botany, zoology. 
nutrition, mathematics 

Open for all subjccts of Arts & Science streams 

Economics, History, Political Scicnce, Geography, 
Sociology, Philosophy, cducation, Languages, 
chemistry, zoology, computer s., cnv. Sc. 
microbiolog, 
bengali, english, french, hindi, sanskrit, santali, urdu 

bengali, cnglish, french, hindi, sanskril, arabic, urdu 

|Open for all subjects of Arts & Scicnce stre ams 

Electronics, Biochemistry, Chcmistry, Zoology. Botany, Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
physiology. Mathematics, computer science, by a student. 

environmental sciencc, Geology 

Physics, Chemistry, Mahematics, Computer Science 
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Any sublect of (0) apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

bengali, cnglish, french, hindi, sanskrit, santali, arabic 

|Any subject of (1) apart from the allled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (1) apart from the allled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (0) apart from the aled minor already chosen 
|by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (1) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subect of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (|) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (i) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the allied mincor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of (0) apart from the alied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

|Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 
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35 Zoology 

36 BFA 

37 BBA (H) 

38 BBA (T&H) 

39 BCA (H) 

40 Defence 
Studies 

41 Physical 
Education & 

|Sports 
42 Plant 

Protection 

anthropology, physics, chemistry, botany, physiology, 
nutrition, mathematics 

|Open for all subjects of all streams 

|Economics, Statistics, Mathematics, Computer science, Any subject of () apart trom the allied minor already chosen 
commerce. by a student. 

Physics, Chemistry, Statistics, mathematics, computer 
application 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Economics, Statistics, Mathematics. Computer science. Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
commerce, history, english by a student. 

Open for all subjects of all streams 

|Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Open for all subjects of all streams 

Any subject of () apart from the alled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of () apart from the allied minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Any subject of (0) apart from the allled minor already chosen 
by a student. 

Chemistry, Zoology. physiology, microbiology, 
environmental science, botany, Mathematics, computer by a student. 

|science, anthropology 

Any subject of (0) apart from the allied minor already chosen 
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